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लेजर पे्रिरत िवभाजन पेक्ट्रो कोपी वारा अलग अलग लेजर ऊजार् पर प्र तुत 

नािभकीय ेणी के ए यमूीिनयम की लेजर पे्रिरत ला मा म ला मा मापदंड  के 

लौिकक जाँच 

िवजय  काकीर्,  मनजीत  िस ंह  और  अनर्ब  सरकार  *  

ईंधन रसायन िवभाग, रेिडयो रासायिनक एवं आइसोटोप वरग्, भाभा परमाणु अनुसंधान कद्र, भारत,    

सारांश 

वतर्मान िरपोटर् म, वायुमंडलीय पयार्वरण म, नािभकीय ेणी के ए यूमीिनयम (Al) नमूना पर 

ns-532 nm-Nd:YAG लेजर वारा, अलग अलग लेजर ऊजार्म (35, 45 और 60 mJ)  उ पािदत, लेजर 

प्रेिरत ला मा (LIP) के पेक्ट्रो कोपीक अ ययन का िव ततृ िववरण है | ला मा के लौिकक 

इितहास म, पूवर् िनधार्िरत िवलंब पर उ सजर्न पेक्ट्रा की िरकॉिडर्ंग के वारा और एक िनि चत फाटक 

चौड़ाई (2.5 s) म प्रा त की है| ला मा उ तेजना की तापमान (Te), आयिनक तापमान (Tion) और 

इलेक्ट्रॉन संख्या घन व (Ne) के कािलक प्रोफाइल को बो जमान लाट, साहा-बो जमान समीकरण 

और टाकर्  िव तार िविध से िनधार्िरत िकया गया है| अिधग्रहण के समय म िवलंब को बढ़ाने के साथ, 

Te, Tion और Ne, घात समीकरण पैटनर् से होत ेह | लेजर ऊजार् के साथ Te की एक सकारा मक संबंध है, 

लेिकन Tion और Ne के एक लेजर ऊजार् से दसूरे म तु छता से िभ न होत ेह। बढ़ रही लेजर ऊजार् के 

साथ Te के क्षय की दर बढ़ जाती है | लेिकन Tion के क्षय की दर बहुत धीमी और लेजर ऊजार् की 

पिरवतर्न से वतंत्र है। थानीय ऊ मप्रवैिगकी संतुलन (LTE) की ि थित ि क् हटर्र मानदंड और 

Te/Tion अनुपात दोन  का उपयोग कर मू यांकन िकया गया | दोन  तरीक  म बहुत ही सम प िन कषर् 

िनकला | Al अव थांतर के आपेिक्षक अव थांतर संभावनाओं (3sp4s:4P2/5 →3sp2:4P3/2, 5/2) और 

(4s:2S1/2 →3p:2P1/2, 3/2) का अनुमान लगाया गया, और यह मान, कु क्ज डटेाबेस के साथ समान ह| 

यह जांच Al आधािरत मेिट्रसेस के लेजर प्रेिरत िवभाजन पेक्ट्रो कोपी िव लेषण के पूवर्, िविभ न 

मापदंड  की अनुकूलन करने की कायर्िविध का एक अतं र्ि ट प्रदान करते ह। 
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Temporal Follow-up of Plasma Parameters in an Nuclear Grade 

Aluminum Laser Induced Plasma at Different Laser Energies by Laser 

Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy 
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Centre, Mumbai 400 085, INDIA  

Arnab Sarkar* 
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ABSTRACT 

We report spectroscopic studies of laser induced plasma (LIP) produced by ns – 532 

nm - Nd:YAG laser light pulses of different laser energies (35, 45 and 60 mJ) on an nuclear 

grade aluminum sample in air at atmospheric pressure. The temporal history of the plasma is 

obtained by recording the emission features at predetermined delays and at a fixed gate width 

(2.5 µs). The temporal profiles of excitation temperature (Te), ionization temperature (Tion) 

and electron number density (Ne) were determined from Boltzmann plot, Saha- Boltzmann 

equation and Stark broadening method, respectively. Te, Tion and Ne, shows a power law 

decay pattern with increasing acquisition time delay. Te has a positive correlation with laser 

energy, but the Tion and Ne differ negligibly from one laser energy to another. Again the rate 

of decay of Te increases with increasing laser energy but that of Tion is much slower and 

independent of laser energy. The follow up of the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) 

conditions were evaluated using both McWhirter criterion and Te/Tion ratio for different 

delays and different energies to determine the temporal range in which LTE is satisfied. Both 

the methods concluded very similar results except for very high energy and small delay 

conditions, where Te/Tion ratio deviates from unity indicating non-LTE condition. The 

relative transition probabilities of Al transition (3sp4s: 4P2/5 →3sp2: 4P3/2, 5/2) and (4s: 2S1/2 →

3p: 2P1/2, 3/2) were estimated and are in excellent agreement with the Kurucz database. These 

investigations provide an insight to optimize various parameters during LIBS analysis of 

aluminum based matrices. 

Key-words: LIBS; Aluminum; Laser induced plasma; Plasma parameter; Temporal 

evaluation; Excitation temperature; Ionization temperature; Electron number density. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the recent years, laser-induced plasmas (LIPs) have acquired great attention as a 

spectroscopic data source. The optical emission spectroscopy of LIPs, which is also known as 

laser-induced plasma spectroscopy (LIPS) or laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) 

has become a powerful tool for the fundamental studies of the laser-material interaction and 

for many practical applications, e.g., the application of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) for thin 

film growth. In fact, PLD is one of the most commonly used methods to fabricate high 

quality thin films of as oxides [1], nitrides [2], superconductors [3], semiconductors [4], 

crystals [5,6], etc. The kinetics of the plasma plume in PLD has been widely studied in order 

to understand the physical mechanisms for precious controlling the thin film deposition 

process [7]. However, relatively limited number of work has been reported on the study of 

fundamental plasma parameters, such as electron temperature, electron density, their 

temporal character, effect of the laser energy etc. These data are essential for understanding 

the energy transport mechanism into the plasma. As the spectral line intensity and continuum 

emission of the LIPs depends on the plasma parameters, the interest of LIPs characterization 

in order to achieve improvements in the applications of LIBS is clear. 

Both the acronyms, LIPS and LIBS, can be found in literature for the same technique. 

Recently, it has been accepted that the acronym LIBS should be used [8]. LIBS uses a low-

energy pulsed laser (≤ few hundreds of mJ) to ablate/vaporizes a small amount of sample 

(0.1-1µg), making it practically non-destructive, for generating plasma. The characteristic 

emission lines emitted by the excited species, neutrals and ions, are used to generate the 

quantitative and qualitative analytical information about the sample. The two mechanisms 

which are responsible for the growth of LIP in LIBS are multiphoton absorption and 

collision-induced ionization [9]. There are many attractive features for the LIBS technique 

which make it a valuable analytical tool, such as the ability to be used with solids, gases and 

liquids (conducting/non-conducting), and the ability to analyze extremely hard materials that 

are difficult to dissolve like ceramics. The method requires minimum or no sample 

preparation. The technique can be used for local analysis in micro-regions with a spatial 

resolving power of ∼1–100 μm. Also, LIBS do simultaneous multielement analysis. As an 

analytical technique, LIBS has demonstrated its unique versatility to diverse practical 

analytical problems. 
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The principles for characterization of LIPs by optical emission spectroscopy (OES) 

were described by Adrain and Watson [10]. A detail systematic discussion on plasma 

characterization, based on principles and techniques is reported by Griem [11, 12], Lochte-

Holtgreven [13], Bekefi [14] and Cremers and Radziemski [15]. The aim of the present work 

is to report the temporal behavior of plasma parameters such as the excitation temperature, 

ionization temperature and electron density in an Al LIP created by 532 nm laser on a nuclear 

grade Al sample. The excitation temperature and the electron number density have been 

determined from the Boltzmann plot method and Stark broadened line respectively. The 

relative transition probabilities of the Al (3sp4s: 4P2/5 →3sp2: 4P3/2, 5/2) and (4s: 2S1/2 →3p: 
2P1/2, 3/2) have also been estimated using the temporal analysis of the emission lines. 

2. THEORY 

2.1. Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) 

The information about the plasma parameters of LIP can be obtained by two methods, 

kinetic description or thermodynamic description of the plasma. In kinetic model one need to 

construct and solve a complex set of equation systems accounting for all the possible 

reactions in the plasma (ionization, dissociation, recombination, elastic and inelastic 

collisions, radiative emission, photon re-absorption and Bremsstrahlung processes) along 

with their rate of reaction. Hence the relatively simpler thermodynamical approach is usually 

preferred, which is based on the hypothesis of infinite rate coefficients.  

For a thermodynamical description it is essential to keep in consideration the 

contributions of the different forms of energy present in a laser induced plasma. The 

equilibrium distributions of these energies are governed by the Maxwell distribution, 

Boltzmann distribution and Planck functions. A system is considered in a complete 

thermodynamical equilibrium (CTE) if all these distributions are in equilibrium with each 

other, i.e., they all can be express with a single temperature value (T).  

Under CTE conditions, the population distribution between two levels of a species 

follows the Boltzmann distribution [13]. The number of species Ni in the ith excited state is 

given by: 

exp -
( )
i

i

z z
z z i

z
B

g EN N
k TU T

 
=   

 
 …….. (1) 

Here ionization of the species is referred by the superscript z. Neutral and singly 

ionized atomic species are represented by z=0 and z=1, respectively. Ni
z, Nz, Ei

z and gi
z are 

the population density at ith level, total population density (or number density), energy of 
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upper energy level and degeneracy or statistical weight factor (dimensionless) of the upper 

level of the species with ionization z, respectively. kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, Te is the 

electron temperature and Uz(Te) is the partition function of the species z at temperature Te.   

( )
z
iE

z kT
i

i
U T g e−= ∑ ....(2) 

The population ratio of different ionization stages, in the CTE hypothesis, is described 

by the Saha equation for a particular Te, of the same element and can be written as [11]: 

( )
( )

31 2
e 1 2

2 2 -N = exp
z z zz

B
z z

B

U T mk T E EN
k TN U T h

π+
∞ ∞

+

 ∆  −       
  ……….. (3) 

Here, Ne is the electron number density, E∞
z is the ionization energy of species z for an 

isolated system, ΔE∞
z is the correction to this quantity for interactions in the plasma, and m is 

mass of electron. In a CTE state the temperature of the Boltzmann and Saha equations is 

equal to that of the Maxwell–Boltzmann velocity distribution of free electrons. 

Again, if the plasma is in CTE, the radiation within plasma will have a well defined 

distribution of energy density. The spectral energy density in vacuum (W) at temperature Te, 

is given by the Planck function  

( )
3 2 32

1Bh k T

h cW
e ω

ω πω =
 − 

…..(4) 

But in a LIP the situation described above for CTE cannot be fully realized, e.g., 

radiative equilibrium requires the plasma to be optically thick at all frequencies (black body). 

For this, some approximations must be adopted to describe its state, which is usually 

described by a state known as local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). It is assumed that the 

plasma is in LTE if the collisions with electrons start to dominate over the radiative 

processes, which requires a sufficiently large electron density. In other words, the 

characteristic collision time τcol (=1/vcol) is much less than the characteristic time of radiative 

decay τrad (=1/Δvnat; Δνnat is the natural line width of the plasma emission lines). Under these 

conditions the non-equilibrium nature of the radiation can be assumed negligible and the 

atoms, ions and electrons can be considered at thermal equilibrium. This situation will allow 

us to find a temperature parameter that satisfies both the Maxwell and Boltzmann 

distributions, and the Saha law. Hence, if a plasma is in LTE state, the plasma parameters, 

i.e., excitation temperature (Te) and the electron density (Ne) derived from the emission 

spectra using different methods can be used to describe the plasma nature. A criterion 

proposed by McWhirter [18] was based on the existence of a critical electron density (Ne
c) for 
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which collisional rates are at least ten times the radiative rates. For an energy difference ΔE 

between the transition levels, the criterion for LTE is: 

( ) [ ] ( ) 3-3 12 1 21.6  10 (K)  
e

c
eN cm T E eV≥ × ∆   ………..(5) 

2.2. Plasma excitation temperature (Te) 

Under the LTE conditions in a plasma, the population density of the energy levels for 

a particular species at a given position within the plasma is given by equation no. 1. When an 

optical transition occurs between two levels of an atom or ion in a homogeneous optically 

thin plasma, then observed intensity (Iij
z) of wavelength λij of the species z, per unit solid 

angle, integrated over the line profile, can be written as 

 
4ij

z z z
i ij

ij

hcI N A
πλ

=   …….. (6) 

where h is the Planck's constant, с is the speed of light in vacuum, Аij
z is the Einstein's 

coefficient of transition probability for spontaneous transition from upper level i into lower 

lever j of the species z. Substituting Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) in Eq. (6), we get 

exp -
4 ( )ij

z z
z z z i i

ij z
ij B ee

g EhcI N A
k TU Tπλ

 
=   

 
  ……. (7) 

or, ln ln  -  
4 ( )

z zz
ij ij i
z z z

B eij i e

I EhcN
k TA g U T

λ

π

   
  =       

……. (8) 

On plotting the left side of Eq. (8) against the upper level energy Ei
z (known as 

Boltzmann plot), a straight line is expected, whose slope yields the temperature. For better 

accuracy, the range of upper level energies of the so-called Boltzmann plot should be as large 

as possible [13]. The accuracy of the measurement, however, largely depends on values of 

tabulated Az
ij coefficients; their error may be quite large and usually is in the range of 5% to 

50%. The intensity values are the only factors affected by the experimental error. 

Temperatures achieved in LIBS plasmas are, of course, dependent on the energy deposition, 

hence the fluence and irradiance. 

2.3. Plasma electron density (Ne)  

Theoretically, an emission line originated from one excited energy level to a low 

energy level should produce a sharp line. However in reality, there will be spectral 

broadening. This phenomenon is caused by several factors e.g., pressure broadening, Doppler 

broadening, natural broadening and Stark broadening. 
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From Heisenberg uncertainty principle, . 2E t∆ ∆ ≥  , one can calculate if any species 

exist in excited state for a finite lifetime before it de-excites to lower energy level, an 

uncertainty in the value for ∆E, which results in the energy level appear to be diffused 

causing a broadening. 

Doppler broadening takes place due to relative movements between the spectrometer 

and emitting species, causing either blue or red shift. This effect is due to random motion of 

particles which can be reduced by lowering the temperature of the system. 

Another contributor in spectral broadening is the collisions between neighbouring 

particles in the plasma which in turn mutually disturb one another’s electric fields. This type 

of broadening is also known as pressure broadening that varies proportionally with the 

pressure and composition of the gas. 

The Stark effect in plasmas is due to collisions of the emitting atoms with electrons 

and ions. The electric field generated by fast moving electrons in the plasma perturbs the 

energy levels of the individual atoms/ions, thereby broadening the resultant emission lines 

from these perturbed levels. Among the OES methods proposed for electron density 

determination, use of the Stark effect broadening has been the most widely used. This method 

is based on the assumption that the Stark broadening is the dominant broadening mechanism 

in the LIP, in comparison with the natural broadening or Doppler broadening, Van der Waals 

broadening and resonance broadening. 

The Stark broadening of a well-isolated line is thus a useful tool for estimating the 

electron density, provided that the Stark broadening coefficient is knows. For non-hydrogen 

neutral atoms and singly ionized atoms, the FWHM (full width at half maximum) of a 

emission line due to Stark broadening is expressed as [14].  

For lines of neutral atoms:  
1 4

1 3
1 2 16 16 16

32 3.5 1
10 10 4 10

e e e
D

N N NW A N W Aλ −      ∆ = + −              
 …...(9) 

For lines of singly ionized atoms:  
1 4

1 3
1 2 16 16 16

62 3.5 1
10 10 5 10

e e e
D

N N NW A N W Aλ −      ∆ = + −              
 …....(10) 

W is the electron impact parameter (or half-width), A is the ion broadening parameter 

and ND is the number of particles in the Debye sphere  
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( )
( )

3 2

9
1 23

1.72 10 e
D

e

T eV
N

N cm−

  = ×
  

.....(11) 

The right of the Eq. (9) and (10) consist of two contributions, the first part is electron 

contribution and the second is the ion correction to the Stark broadening. Since Stark 

broadening of well isolated lines from neutral atoms is predominantly caused by electron 

impact, the expression can be simplified as: 

1 2 162
10

eNWλ  ∆ ≅  
 

.....(12) 

 The limitation of this technique is that one requires the knowledge of the W (electron 

impact parameter). A good compilation on the data for electron impact parameter for most 

elements is available in literature [11,12,16,17]. The Ne contains about 15% uncertainties due 

to the uncertainties in the FWHM measurement, the instrumental width measurement and the 

electron impact parameter. 

2.4. Ionization Temperatures (Tion) 

The McWhirter criterion is necessary but not sufficient for confirming the LTE 

conditions as shown by Cristoforetti et. al.[18]. From the point of view of experimental 

perspective, the occurrence of LTE in LIBS plasmas can be ascertain by comparing the 

temperature values derived from the excited-level populations (Te) i.e., from Boltzmann plot 

with the temperature derived from the ionization-stage populations by the Saha - Boltzmann 

equation, i.e., ionization temperature (Tion) [19-23]. Saha equation relates the densities of the 

subsequent ionization species for a plasma temperature Te as shown in equation (3) 

From Eq. (7), the emitted intensity ratio of two emission lines from two species of 

two different states of ionization can be written as: 

( )
( )

1 1 1 11

1 1

-exp
z z z z z z zz
ij ij i ij i i

z z z z z z
ij ij i ij B

I A g U T E EN
I N A g U T k T

λ
λ

+ + + ++

+ +

 
=  

 
 .......…. (13) 

Eq. (7) can be rearranged as: 
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1 1 1 1
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z z z z z z zz
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z z z z z z
ij ij i ij B
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λ
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+ + +

+ + + +

 
=  

 
……… (14) 

Incorporating Eq. (3) in Eq. (14), the expression of Ne can be written as: 
31 1 12

1 1 2

2 - -2 exp
z z z z z z z
ij ij i ij i iB

e z z z z
ij ij i ij B

I A g E E Emk TN
I A g h k T

λ π
λ

+ + + +
∞

+ +

  =   
   

  ….. (15) 

Rearranging the above equation ionization temperature determination relation can be derived, 
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− ∞

+ +

  =   
   

  ….. (16) 

There are two ways of solving this equation, either using Lambert W function or by 

iterative fitting of the equation. The second approach was used in the present work. The Tion 

were estimated within 20% uncertainty owing to the uncertainty of line intensity 

determination.  

2.5. Transition probability ratio  

Precise and accurate atomic data such as transition probabilities are of great interest in 

many fields of physics. In the field of laser physics, lifetimes and transition probabilities are 

decisive for predictions of potential laser action in a specific matrix. In a LIBS spectrum if 

the LIP is in LTE or in other word, optically thin, then the ratio of emission line intensity of 

the lines originating from same upper energy level, will be equal to the ratio of their 

transition probabilities [11].  Based on this fact transition probability ratio of emission line 

can be determined and validity of these results can be checked by comparing Kurucz 

databases [24].  

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

3.1. LIBS system & measurements 

A lab assembled, and optimized LIBS system has been used in the present study (Fig. 

1). A frequency doubled (532 nm), Nd:YAG laser (Brilliant B, Quantel, France) with 6 ns 

pulse duration was focused using a plano-convex lens (focal length 25 cm) to produce a laser 

induced plasma. The laser spot size was ~150 µm. The laser can deliver maximum energy of 

440 mJ, with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. Laser pulse energy was measured with an energy 

meter (Ophire Photonics, Israel). Three different laser energies was used in the present study, 

35 mJ, 45 mJ and 60 mJ, with a corresponding laser irradiance of 56, 42 and 33 GW/cm2 

which are sufficient for production of plasma. The samples were placed on an XYZ- 

translator (Velmex, USA). The plasma emission was collected a 45° angle with respect to the 

laser beam direction, through a collimator. Collimator is a light collection system consisting of 

UV grade quartz lenses/mirrors (CC52, Andor, UK), and it image the plasma on to a high 

resolution echelle spectrometer (Mechelle, ME5000, Andor, UK) by using an optical fibre 

(core diameter 200 μm). The spectrograph (195 mm focal length) covers 200–975 nm 

wavelength range in one setting, with ~5000 CSR (λ/∆λ) at 10 μm slit width. The 

spectrograph was attached with an Intensifier Charge Coupled Device (ICCD), (iStar, Andor, 
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UK) embedded with delay generator. The detector was in synchronization with the Q-switch 

of laser pulse to control acquisition time delay (td) and gate width (tg). The spectral 

acquisition can be delayed by a software control delay generator embedded in ICCD to 

achieve the required delay between plasma ignition and recording of the emission spectrum. 

Intensity and wavelength calibrations of the spectrograph-ICCD were carried out using NIST 

certified Deuterium–Quartz–Tungsten–Halogen [DH2000, Ocean Optics, USA] and Hg–Ar 

lamps [HG-1, Ocean Optics, USA], respectively. The analysis of the emission spectra was 

accomplished using an in-house written software AnuSAP which can analyse LIBS spectra to 

report the background subtracted area under a peak and also fit the peaks in Lorentzian 

profile to generate the full width at half maxima (FWHM) of the peaks. 

 

Fig. 1: LIBS experimental set up used for present study 

3.2. Analysis 

Al has several uses in nuclear industry with direct or indirect relation to active 

handling. Indian nuclear research reactor, Dhruva use Al as a cladding material. Specifically 

Al-1S is used for the cladding for uranium metallic fuel. An Al-1S plate obtained from 

Atomic Fuel Division (AFD), BARC was used in this study. The composition of the Al 

sample is given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Elemental composition (wt.%) of the Al-1S sample used in this study 

Cu Mg Mn Si Fe Ti Zn B Al 

0.05 0.03 0.05 0.1 0.17 0.03 0.08 0.002 rest 
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The sample was analysed at three different laser energies, 35 mJ, 45 mJ and at 60 mJ 

in air at atmospheric pressure. A tg of 2.5 µs was chosen for getting adequate signal at the 

highest delay time while still maintaining a good temporal resolution. For getting a good 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and spectral reproducibility, and keeping in mind that only 30 

ppm Mg is present in the sample, the acquisition of the spectra was carried out by 

accumulating 200 single shot spectra preceded by two single shots for cleaning the sample 

surface. The accumulation of 200 single shot spectra was also chosen on the fact that more 

accumulations did caused the strongest emission peak intensity in the spectra to reach near 

detector saturation. To avoid any local inhomogeneities in the sample surface or any other 

factor that can affect the plasma properties, in every analysis condition, five replicate 

analyses was carried out at five different positions randomly selected on the sample surface. 

To avoid any angular dispersion of LIP, measurements were performed at a 10 cm distance 

from the target surface. The plasma emission spectrum was recorded at several acquisition 

delay times while varying the pulse energy. The acquisition delay time used were, 50 ns, 100 

ns, 200 ns, 300 ns, 400 ns, 600 ns, 800 ns, 1µs, 1.25µs, 1.5µs, 2µs, 2.5µs, 3µs, 3.5µs, 4µs. 

Temporally resolved optical emission spectroscopy is used to investigate the evolution of the 

spectral line intensity and broadening, and to estimate temperature and electron density as a 

function of delay time and pulse energy.  

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1. Plasma Excitation temperature (Te) 

The excitation temperature (Te) is determined via the well-known Boltzmann plot 

method from the relative line intensities as discussed in Section 2.2. Te was estimated from 

the emission intensity of five aluminium atomic (Al I) lines in the LIP. Table 2 lists the 

spectral lines used and their respective spectroscopic constants. The plasma temperatures 

were estimated with ±10% uncertainty mainly due to uncertainties in the transition 

probabilities for the lines and the measurement of the integrated line intensities used.  

Fig. 2 shows the temporal profile of Te at laser energy of 35mJ, 45 mJ and 60 mJ. 

Irrespective of the laser energy, the Te was found to decrease as the td was increased. The 

error bar on the temperature is calculated from the standard deviation of five replicate 

analyses, which varies from 3-8% for all energy. The plasma temperature follows the power 

law decay [24-25]. The plots for 35 mJ (Te = 15849*td
−0.097 ± 0.008), 45 mJ (Te = 16849*td−0.114 
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± 0.008) and 60 mJ (Te = 19953*td
−0.126 ± 0.008) with fittings are shown in Fig. 2. In case of 60 mJ 

laser energy, the Te is as high as 28000 K in very early life to 17000 K at high delay. For 45 

mJ and 35 mJ the above mentioned values are ~25000 k and 21000 K in early life to 

~16000K and 15000 K in high delay. 

Table 2: Chosen emission lines for Al and Mg, and their respective spectroscopic data 
[24]. 

 

Based on Fig. 2, the main features of Te in an Al LIP can be summarized as follows: 

i) The Te values decay following a power law for all the laser energies. 

ii) At a particular delay, with the increase of laser energy, Te increases. This is due to the fact 

that kinetic energy gained by the electrons increases as the deposited laser energy 

increases. 

iii) For all the laser energy, the rate of decay in plasma temperature (-dTe/dtd) has a positive 

correlation with laser energy. This implies faster decay rate with increasing laser energy. 

iv) The fast Te decay at high energy is due to large difference between Te and ambient 

temperature, which allows the energy transfer to be faster. 

v) Higher Te means faster expansion of plasma leading to faster decrease of plasma 

temperature.  

vi) For all the laser energy, after 2 µs acquisition delay, there were almost no variations in 

Te. 

Elemen
ts 

Ionizati
on state 

Wavelength 
(nm) 

Transition coefficient 
(Aij) (108 s-1) 

Energy level 
gi Lower (Ej) 

(cm-1) 
Upper (Ei) 

(cm-1) 

Al I 

257.51 2.655 x 107 112.061 38933.961 6 
266.04 2.648 x 107 112.061 37689.413 2 
305.01 3.214 x 107 29066.96 61843.540 6 
305.71 7.501 x 107 29142.78 61843.540 6 
308.22 6.268 x 107 0 32435.435 4 
309.27 7.552 x 107 112.061 32436.778 6 
394.40 5.105 x 107 0 25347.756 2 
396.15 1.010 x 108 112.061 25347.756 2 

II 281.62 3.931 x 107 59852.02 95350.6 1 
Mg I 285.21 5.086 x 108 0 35051.264 3 

 II 279.55 2.685 x 108 0 35760.88 4 
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Fig. 2: Plasma temperature (Te) as a function of acquisition time delay (td) at different laser 

energy for an Al LIP. 

4.2. Plasma Electron number density (Ne) 

The Ne can be determined by determining Stark broadening of a well-isolated line in 

the plasma emission spectra or by using combination of the Saha and Boltzmann equations. 

Due to the presence of a lot of physical parameters with high error of measurement associated 

with them, determined Ne is very erroneous by the second method,. Hence the first method, 

i.e., Stark broadening method is used in this work as discussed in Section 2.3.  

Both the Al(I) 396.15 nm and Mg(II) 279.55 nm was used in this study for Ne 

determination. The electron impact factor values used in this work is tabulated in Table 3. 

Fig. 3 & 4 shows the Lorentzian fitting of both the emission lines at different laser energies at 

1µs acquisition delay and 2.5 µs gate widths. The Stark line width ΔλFWHM can be extracted 

from the measured line width Δλobserved by subtracting the instrumental line broadening 

Δλinstrument as per the following equation [26].  

ΔλFWHM = Δλobserved − Δλinstrument .....(17) 
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In our case Δλinstrument was 0.055 nm for Mg(II) 279.55 nm and 0.081 nm for Al(I) 

396.15 nm (determined by measuring the FWHM of the Hg lines emitted by a standard low 

pressure Hg lamp).  

Table 3: Electron impact factor (W) of the line used in this study for Ne determination. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Lorentzian fitting of Al(I) 396.15 nm at three different laser energy at 1µs 

acquisition delay and 2.5 µs gate widths.  

It can be seen from the Fig. 3 & 4, that the observed FWHM of a emission line 

increases with the wavelength of the emission line. The FWHM is 0.081 nm for the Mg(II) 

279.55 nm but the same is 0.281 nm for Al(I) 396.15 nm. But irrespective of the laser energy 

used, FWHM remain almost constant for a particular emission line. This indicates a very 

Emission line Temperature (K) Electron impact factor (nm) No
e (cm-3) Ref. 

Al(I) 396.15 nm 

5000 0.240 

1018 [17] 10000 0.304 
20000 0.396 
40000 0.490 

Mg(II) 279.55 nm 

5000 0.117 

1017 [11, 12] 10000 0.0914 
20000 0.0759 
40000 0.0681 
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similar Ne. The temporal profile of Ne is shown in Fig. 5 using Al(I) 396.15 nm and in Fig. 6 

using Mg(II) 279.55 nm. The Ne as a function of the td in all the laser energy used was found 

to have the same behaviour, where Ne decreases with the td following a power law. Because 

of the decay of the line intensity, the statistical errors in the determination of the FWHM 

increase from 3 to 10%, thus introducing a larger scatter of the data of Ne in high delay 

condition.  

 
Fig. 4: Lorentzian fitting of Mg(II) 279.55 nm at three different laser energy at 1µs 

acquisition delay and 2.5 µs gate widths.  

Drogoff et.al. [19], Colao et. al. [217], Ferrero et. al. [28] reported Ne values of Al in 

pure as well as in some alloy sample to be in the range of 2 x 1018 cm-3 at very low 

acquisition delay to 6 x1016 cm-3 in the high delay conditions. The results obtained in the 

present study also indicate the similar range of Ne in Al LIP. Irrespective of the emission line 

used the magnitudes of the Ne differ slightly from one laser energy to another but within the 

same order of magnitude and within the range of the experimental errors. But the magnitude 

of Ne determined by Al(I) 396.15 nm is only one magnitude higher than the Ne determined by 

Mg(II) 279.55 nm emission line.  

A plot of Ne determined by Al(I) 396.15 nm line against that of Mg(II) 279.55 nm 

(Fig. 7) for all the three laser energy used in the study reveal a very good correlation between 
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them. This indicates that the temporal profile of Ne determined by using any of the emission 

lines is same and true. The presence of a systematic difference between the two density 

curves in magnitude wise could be attributed to uncertainties of W, i.e., the electron impact 

parameter.  
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Fig. 5: The plasma electron number density (Ne) as a function of acquisition time delay (td) at 

different laser energy for an Al LIP obtained using Al(I) 396.15 nm. 

Based on Fig. 5 & 6, the main features of Te in an Al LIP can be summarized as follows: 

i) The Ne values decay following a power law for all the laser energy. 

ii) At a particular delay, with the increase of laser energy, Ne remains almost constant. 

iii) For all the laser energy, after 1.5-2 µs acquisition delay, there were almost no variations 

in Ne. 

iv)  Use of a matrix emission line as well as a trace constituent emission line produces 

nearly same Ne temporal profile. 

v) Due to the uncertainties of on the electron impact parameter values in literature a 

systematic difference between the Ne values determined by two different emission line 

exits. But both the temporal trends are linearly correlated to each other. 
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Fig. 6: The plasma electron number density (Ne) as a function of acquisition time delay (td) at 

different laser energy for an Al LIP obtained using Mg(II) 279.553 nm. 
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Fig. 7: Correlation plot of the plasma electron number density (Ne) determined by stark 

broadening method of two different emission lines (Al(I) 396.15 nm and Mg(II) 279.55 nm) 

from Al LIP. 
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Fig. 8: The plasma ionization temperature (Tion) as a function of acquisition time delay (td) at 

different laser energy for an Al LIP. 

4.3. Ionization Temperature (Tion) 

Using the intensities of two Al lines Al(II) 281.62 nm and Al(I) 394.40 nm and 

applying the Eq. 16 on iterative fitting mode, Tion was calculated. Tion was found to have 

nearly the same behaviour as for Te for all laser energy as shown in Fig. 8 in the delay range 

used in this study. In typical LIP, the ionic species concentration is typically <5-10%. In the 

presence of such a small concentration of ions it is practically impossible to distinguish 

temporal profile of Tion for different laser energy. Comparison of Fig. 2 and Fig. 8 shows that 

the rate of decay of the Tion is slower than that of Te throughout the mentioned delay range. 

Tion was found to decrease from ~20000 K to 15000 K. This is an expected trend since ions 

are heavy species and slow mover; hence more time is required for equilibration. 

4.4. Transition probability ratio  

Another parameter was also derived from the spectral data, transition probability ratio. 

The transition probability ratio of the Al transition (3sp4s: 4P2/5 →3sp2: 4P3/2, 5/2) and (4s: 2S1/2 

→3p: 2P1/2, 3/2) have been estimated using the temporal analysis of the emission lines arising 

from the same upper level. For the first case, emission line ratio of Al(I) 305.01 nm  / Al(I) 

305.71 nm was used. And for the second case the same was Al(I) 396.15 nm / Al(I) 394.40 
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nm. The average values of the experimentally obtained transition probability ratios at 60 mJ 

are given in Fig. 9. These values are in excellent agreement with the Kurucz database and lie 

within the uncertainty of 5%. The values were nearly same in 35 mJ and in 45 mJ also. 
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Fig. 9: The transition probability ratios of the transitions (3sp4s: 4P2/5 →3sp2: 4P3/2, 5/2) and 

(4s: 2S1/2 →3p: 2P1/2, 3/2) in the aluminium plasma decay. The solid line represents the 

calculated ratios of transition probabilities obtained from Kurucz database [24]. The 

circles/star represents the experimental values. 

4.5. LTE conditions 

The Boltzmann equation, the Maxwell equation and the Saha equation are used to 

calculate the three LIP parameters (Te, Tion, Ne,) based on the essential assumption that such 

transient plasma is in LTE. As mentioned in Section 2.1, a LTE plasma requires the electron 

density to be high enough to ensure a high collision rate. This critical electron density can be 

obtained by McWhirter relation (Eq. 5). Fig. 10 show a comparisons of the McWhirter 

critical electron density against the Ne obtained by using Al(I) 396.15 nm and Mg(II) 279.55 

nm line. In general, in all cases the McWhirter criterion was found to be fulfilled and is not 

affected by changing the laser energy. The Ne determined by stark broadening of Al(I) 396.15 

nm were always higher than the McWhirter critical electron density. But the same determined 
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by stark broadening of Mg(II) 279.55 nm shows that after 2.5 us the plasma is in border area 

(within the experimental uncertainty limit) of the McWhirter critical electron density. Over 

all the plasma was found to be in LTE as per the McWhirter criterion. 
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Fig. 10: Comparisons of the Ne determined by stark broadening method of Al(I) 

396.15 nm (circle) and Mg(II) 279.55 nm(star) emission lines from Al LIP at 60 mJ (black), 

45 mJ (red), and in 35 mJ(blue) against the McWhirter critical electron density (line) . 

Since the McWhirter criterion is not always a valid criterion for LTE to exits, we 

confirm our results by comparing Te and Tion in all laser energies. In a LTE, the Te and Tion 

should be the same, i.e., their ratio should be one. In Fig. 11 the Te/Tion was plotted against 

the td for different laser energy. It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the LIP is not in LTE in the 

first 500 ns in case of 60 mJ laser energy. In rest of the analytical conditions the ratio is close 

to one (within the experimental uncertainly). 

The work carried out by Knight et.al., shows that the LTE is fulfilled in typical LIPs 

except in the early time of evolution [29]. The present study also reveals that at high laser 

energy LIP, the LTE may not be presents in early stage. This may be due to the relatively 
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much faster decay rate of Te than that of Tion in early time causing the equilibrium to take 

more time.  
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Fig. 11:  Ratio of excitation temperature and ionization temperature against acquisition 

time delay for different laser energy Al LIP. The line indicates the ideal value in a LTE. 

However, even if we consider the plasma after 0.5 μs where the LTE condition is 

fulfilled for all laser energy used in the study, the reliability of this hypothesis depends 

heavily on experimental parameters (laser energy, pulse duration, acquisition gate, etc.) used 

in the experiment. It is therefore advisable to check the validity of the LTE approximation in 

order to find the optimized experimental setup. 

5. CONCLUTIONS 

Using a second harmonic Nd:YAG laser (532 nm), LIP of Al sample was 

investigated. The temporal profiles of the LIP parameters, Te, Tion and Ne, shows power law 

decay pattern with increasing acquisition time delay. At a particular td, with the increase of 

laser energy, Te increases. It was also observed that the rate of decay of Te has a positive 

correlation with laser energy. Higher Te means large temperature gradient with atmosphere 

and also faster expansion of plasma leading to faster decrease of Te. But unlike Te, we did not 

observed any difference between Tion with the use of different laser energies. Due to the 

bulkiness of ionic species the rate of decay of Tion was also much slower than that of Te. Both 
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the Al(I) 396.15 nm and Mg(II) 279.55 nm were used for Ne determination. Irrespective of 

the emission line used the magnitudes of the Ne differ negligibly from one laser energy to 

another. But the magnitude of Ne determined by Al(I) 396.15 nm is higher than that using 

Mg(II) 279.55 nm possibly due to the uncertainties of W and line intensity determination. 

Both the Ne values are linearly correlated with each other for all laser energy indicating the 

trueness of data. Following the LTE conditions, we found that the McWhirter criteria are 

fulfilled for all laser energies and all delay used in the study. LTE condition was reverified by 

comparing the Te and Tion values to confirm the presence of LTE. The relative transition 

probabilities of Al transition (3sp4s: 4P2/5 →3sp2: 4P3/2, 5/2) and (4s: 2S1/2 →3p: 2P1/2, 3/2) are 

estimated from the relative intensity ratio method and are found in excellent agreement with 

the Kurucz database In general, it has been demonstrated that the laser pulse energy is an 

important parameter that affects LIP parameters, which in turn affect the LTE conditions. The 

studies reported in this work are useful to optimize different parameters, e.g., laser energy, 

acquisition delay, etc., for LIBS analysis of Al based samples. 
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